other sports that would change
how they crown a champion
seven years in.
NASCAR’s focused on
making the sport as compelling
as it can be but it also needs to
preserve its integrity. Jeff Gordon
won four Cup titles before the
Chase was implemented. Johnson
has captured four championships
during the Chase era. What
happens if a true playoff format is
adopted and teams are eliminated
in the future? That’s three very
different sets of criteria for
winning a title.
I understand the notion
behind elimination but that scares
me. It would create more drama
and a sense of urgency, but it
is a double-edged sword. One
bad race and you’re knocking a
guy out? That seems very unfair.

Championships are supposed to
reward consistency and an overall
body of work.
Under the current system,
teams have to compete at a
consistently high level (not
perfect) during the first 26 races
to have a shot at the title. Then
they have to peak at the right time
to win the championship.
Johnson and his No. 48 team
have done that in recent years,
but it’s not like they have run
away with things so far in 2010.
It’s been a season filled with
different storylines when you
consider that Kevin Harvick was
nowhere near qualifying for the
Chase last year. He’s been our
points leader for the majority
of this season. Denny Hamlin
looked like the dominant driver
in the series for a stretch. Roush

Fenway Racing was winless
through 19 races. There is a lot
going on and things can change
dramatically from year to year.
What shouldn’t change is the
format for crowning the best driver
and team in NASCAR’s Sprint
Cup Series — at least not yet.
Matt Kenseth won the 2003
Cup championship with only one
victory. That was the impetus
for the Chase, but even with it
in place, we could have a winless
driver (Gordon comes to mind)
win it all this year.
There’s only so much you
can control.
Krista Voda hosts the popular SPEED
prerace show “NCWTS Setup,” leading
into each NASCAR Camping World Truck
Series race. Voda is also a regular host on
“The SPEED Report” and serves as a pit
reporter for NASCAR on FOX coverage of
the Sprint Cup Series.
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